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Abstract. The construction of knowledge graphs from resources on the
Web is a topic that gained a lot of attention in recent years, especially
with the uprising of large-scale cross-domain knowledge graphs like DBpedia and YAGO. Their successful exploitation of Wikipedia’s structural
elements like infoboxes and categories gives way to the thought that there
is still a huge potential for approaches focused on structural elements
of web documents. In this work, we present our research idea towards
further exploitation of semi-structured data with a focus on entity cooccurrence. We want to explore the potential of co-occurrence patterns
in varying contexts and test their generality when applying them to the
Document Web. An overview of the state of the art is given and we show
how our three-phased approach for the extraction of co-occurrence patterns fits in. Two planned experiments for the construction of knowledge
graphs based on Wikipedia and the Document Web are sketched. Finally,
potentials and limitations of the approach are discussed.
Keywords: Knowledge Acquisition · Knowledge Graph Construction ·
Entity Co-occurrence · Information Extraction · Pattern Extraction.
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Problem Statement

The Web is a vast source of structured and unstructured data. Unfortunately,
extracting knowledge from this pool of data is a non-trivial task. In the recent
years, however, extraordinary progress has been made in extracting knowledge
from the Web and persisting it in a machine-readable format. Google coined the
term ”Knowledge Graph” (KG) in 2012 to describe such stores of knowledge
that contain ontological information describing a certain domain as well as facts
describing the state of the world with respect to the domain.1 Many application
areas like question answering [10], entity disambiguation [15], and text categorization [9] as well as concrete applications like search engines and AI assistants
profit heavily from the availability of domain-specific as well as cross-domain
KGs.
Large-scale cross-domain KGs like DBpedia [14] and YAGO [22] contain millions of entities and several hundred millions of facts. Both of them rely on
1
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Wikipedia as their prime source of knowledge (with YAGO additionally using
WordNet [17] to build its ontology). Another commonality is their exploitation of
Wikipedia’s structural properties to extract high-quality information. While DBpedia depends on infoboxes to gain information about articles, YAGO exploits
the category system to build a taxonomy of articles and discover relationships
between them. This is, of course, no coincidence, because extracting information from (semi-)structured sources yields results that are yet unmatched by
approaches working on unstructured data only (YAGO reports accuracy values
of about 95% [22]). Being aware that only a small part of the information on the
web is available in a (semi-)structured format, we believe that there is still huge
potential in exploiting the structuredness of data with the aim of constructing
large-scale KGs.
In this paper, we describe our research idea for the construction of a KG
using entity co-occurrence. In principle, we want to discover patterns in web
documents that indicate relationships between the included entities. Instead of
focusing on relationships between two entities at a time, however, the aim is to
identify patterns including groups of entities that are related twofold: they are
connected on the document surface (e.g. they appear in the same table column)
and have a semantic connection (e.g. they are both persons who live in Berlin).
We define the problem as follows: rsur (e1 , e2 ) denotes a relation between
entities e1 and e2 that manifests in the surface of the underlying text corpus (i.e.
they are somehow connected on the document level) and rsem (e1 , e2 ) describes
a semantic relationship between e1 and e2 (i.e. they have an arbitrary common
property). We denote the document corpus with D, entities in a document d ∈ D
with Ed , and entities used to extract a co-occurrence pattern p with Ep . A
pattern p is uniquely defined by specific relations rsur and rsem , and the source
document d. For every document d ∈ D we want to find a set of patterns Pd
with
Pd = {pd,rsur ,rsem |∀e1 , e2 ∈ Ep : e1 , e2 ∈ Ed ∧ rsur (e1 , e2 ) ∧ rsem (e1 , e2 )}
To be able to extract information from arbitrary documents, the extracted
document-level sets are fused into a document-independent set P .
Based on our problem definition, we pose the following research questions:
RQ1: Is it possible to discover arbitrary entity co-occurrence patterns locally
(i.e. within a bounded context like Wikipedia) as well as globally (on the Web)?
RQ2: Can co-occurrence patterns be grouped into different types of patterns
and if so, how do these groups differ in their performance?
RQ3: How well can (groups of) co-occurrence patterns be generalized so that
they can be applied to arbitrary web documents?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the following section
we describe the current state of the art. In Section 3 we elaborate on our research
idea based on two specific examples. Section 4 describes the research methodology in detail and in Section 5 we sketch our planned experiments. Finally, we
conclude with a discussion of the general research idea in Section 6.
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State of the Art

A large amount of publications tackle the problem of KG construction [23]. [5]
identify four groups of approaches that can be characterized by their choice of
data sources and ontology: (1) approaches that exploit the structuredness of
Wikipedia and either use a predefined ontology (like DBpedia [14]) or extract
their ontology from the underlying structured data (like YAGO [22]); (2) open
information extraction approaches that work without an ontology and extract
information from the whole web (e.g. [6]); (3) approaches that use a fixed ontology and also target the whole web (e.g. KnowledgeVault [5], NELL [3]); and
finally (4) approaches that target the whole web, but construct taxonomies (is-a
hierarchies) instead (e.g. [12, 24]).
While inspired by approaches from (1), our research idea can best be categorized into group (3) as the aim is to extract knowledge from the whole web and
use an existing ontology. Consequently, we will focus on approaches from those
groups in the remainder of this section. Besides DBpedia [14] and YAGO [22], two
more Wikipedia-based approaches are WiBi [7] and DBTax [8]. While the authors
of WiBi generate a taxonomy by iteratively extracting hypernymy-relationships
from Wikipedia’s article and category network, the authors of DBTax use an
unsupervised approach to scan the category tree of Wikipedia for prominent
nodes which for themselves already form a complete taxonomy. Inspired by an
analysis about list pages in Wikipedia from Paulheim and Ponzetto [20], [13]
strive to augment DBpedia by exploiting the fact that entities in Wikipedia’s
list pages are all instances of a common concept. They use statistical methods
to discover the common type of a list page in order to assign it to the entities
which are lacking it. In [19] the authors use Wikipedia’s tables to extract multiple millions of facts. By bootstraping their approach with data from DBpedia,
they are able to apply machine learning in order to extract facts with a precision
of about 81.5%. [11] exploit the structuredness of abstracts of Wikipedia pages
to extract facts related to the subject of the page and mentioned entities. They
use a supervised classification approach using only features that are languageindependent like the position of the mentioned entity in the abstract or the types
of the mentioned entity.
The never-ending language learner NELL [3] cyclically crawls a corpus of one
billion web pages to continuously learn new facts by harvesting text patterns.
KnowledgeVault [5] gathers facts from web documents by extracting them from
text, HTML tables, the DOM tree, and schema.org annotations. To verify their
validity, they compare the extracted facts with existing knowledge in Freebase
[1]. Most of their extractors are designed to discover relations between two entities (e.g. for the extraction from the DOM tree the lexicalized path between two
entities is used as feature vector). Only for the extraction of facts from HTML
tables they consider groups of entities as the relations in tables are usually expressed between whole columns. Various other approaches use HTML tables
(e.g. [21]) or structured markup (e.g. [25]) for the extraction of facts. Nevertheless, none of these define a generic approach for the extraction of facts between
multiple entities using arbitrary structures of a web document.
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Approach

Figure 1 shows two exemplary settings for an application of the approach. With
background knowledge from an existing KG, it can be applied to any corpus
of web documents. Figure 1a displays a Wikipedia list page of persons who are
all related on the surface level (i.e. they all appear in the same enumeration)
and on the semantic level (i.e. they are all fictional journalists). As Wikipedia
entities are closely linked to DBpedia, the entities referenced in these lists can
be linked to their respective counterpart in DBpedia automatically, thus making
it easy to automatically find semantic commonalities between them. By using
the information about the entities, we can identify groups of entities and extract
a pattern for the recognition of such entities on a Wikipedia list page. In this
case such a pattern could identify the first entity of every enumeration point as
a fictional journalist.
Figure 1b shows a more generic setting where the extraction of the pattern is
rather difficult as entities on this page are not linked already and a navigation bar
is not as standardized as an enumeration. Nevertheless, there are various entity
recognition and linking tools that can help with the former problem (e.g. [15]).
Regarding the latter problem it is worth noting that there is a steady increase in
adoption of Open Source software [4] and especially Web Content Management
Systems, thus making it likely to find more and more websites with standardized
components.
In both scenarios the whole underlying document corpus can be scanned
for semantically related entities within specific documents in order to discover
their relation on the surface of the document. Fusing and generalizing the extracted patterns can then yield in (a) a pattern for the extraction of persons from
Wikipedia list pages and (b) a pattern for the extraction of persons from navigation bars. When additional contextual information is included in the pattern
(e.g. information about the domain) it may even be possible to define general
patterns for the extraction of more specific types like journalists or scientists,
respectively.

4
4.1

Methodology
Knowledge Graph Construction

The foundation of our processing pipeline form a KG that is used as seed (KGs )
and a corpus of web documents D. The extraction itself can be separated into
three phases: Pattern Extraction, Pattern Fusion and Pattern Application.
Pattern Extraction: If necessary, entities in D are located and linked to
KGs . Applying distant supervision [18] and the local closed world assumption [5]
to KGs and D, we can gather data for the extraction of patterns. Specficially,
we want to find patterns comprising entities that are related through specific
relations rsur and rsem . Paths in the DOM tree can serve as feature vectors for
arbitrary web documents but depending on the corpus D it might make sense
to use more specific feature vectors (like Wiki markup when using Wikipedia as
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(a) Excerpt from Wikipedia’s List of fictional journalists
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(b) Navigation bar
for researchers of the
DWS group

(a) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of fictional journalists
(b) https://dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/en/people/researchers

Fig. 1. Examples of semi-structured data sources of the Document Web

data corpus). The output of this phase is a (possibly empty) set of patterns Pd
for every d ∈ D.
Pattern Fusion: Two patterns p1 and p2 may be merged together if their
respective relations rsur and rsem are equal, subsume one another, or can both
be subsumed by a more general relation. For rsur a subsumption can mean
that only the part of the DOM tree that p1 and p2 have in common is used as
pattern. Regarding rsem , a pattern that indentifies scientists and a pattern that
identifies journalists are merged into a pattern that identifies persons. Patterns
can then be ranked by their accuracy on the extraction data and their support
in D in order to filter out irrelevant patterns. As an output we have a set P with
generalized patterns for D.
Pattern Application: As a last step, the patterns in P can either be applied
to D or, depending on the generality of the patterns, to any other corpus of web
documents to extract new entities and facts. Note that while new entities can
be extracted with any co-occurrence pattern, facts are always extracted in the
context of the relation rsem of the respective pattern.
Finally, an approach similar to the one applied in [3] could be used to transform this sequential extraction pipeline into an iterative one. After an initial
pattern extraction, the discovered surface relations are applied to D in order to
find new semantic relations, and vice versa.
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4.2

Knowledge Graph Evaluation

We plan to evaluate our resulting KGs on three levels: To get a first impression of
the results, we evaluate intrinsically by comparing metrics like size or coverage
with other KGs of the domain (see [26] for a comprehensive overview of KG
metrics). An extrinsic evaluation is conducted with the help of human judges
in order to get an absolute estimation of the quality of our results. Due to the
tremendous size of large-scale KGs, we plan to use crowd-sourced evaluation tools
like Amazon Mechanical Turk.2 Finally, we will perform a task-based evaluation
by analyzing whether the performance of applications increase when our KG is
used instead of others.

5

Planned Experiments

For an exploration of the potential of co-occurrence patterns, our first prototype
will be implemented in a constrained environment where rsur is restricted to a
specific type of patterns. Using DBpedia as seed KG and Wikipedia as document
corpus, the idea is to construct a KG from the category tree and connected
list pages. While the category tree already served for many publications as the
backbone of a taxonomy, list pages have only been used in few occasions (see
Section 2). This may be due to the fact that list pages, unlike categories, have no
precisely defined structure and their hierarchical organization within Wikipedia
is rather implicit. In general, a list page is a Wikipedia page with a title starting
with List of. [13] have analyzed 2,000 list pages and identified three common
layouts: They appear either as enumeration, table or in an arbitrary unstructured
format, while the latter appears less frequent. Hence, we will focus on the former
two types due to their structured nature and frequency. Co-occurrence patterns
can then be derived as explained in Section 3. The English version of DBpedia
contains 212,175 list pages in its latest release3 , so we are positive that a lot of
still hidden knowledge can be extracted with this approach.
Using the insights gained from our first prototype, we will subsequently perform an experiment in an unconstrained environment using the whole web as
document corpus. Here, we strive to extract patterns where rsur and rsem can
have arbitrary forms. The Common Crawl4 will serve as our source of documents.
Instead of linking entities in the crawl on our own, we plan to use semantic annotations on web pages (e.g. using Microdata or RDFa format [16]). Consequently,
the pipeline described in Section 4 will be applicable. The most recent Web Data
Commons crawl for semantic annotations5 contains almost 40 billion triples in
several million domains and various approaches (cf. [5, 25]) have successfully utilized them for their experiments. Hence, we see this as a promising setup for the
large-scale extraction of co-occurrence patterns.
2
3
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5

https://www.mturk.com/
Pages starting with List of in http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2016-10/corei18n/en/labels en.ttl.bz2
http://commoncrawl.org/
http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata/#results-2017-1
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Discussion

Our approach for the construction of KGs from entity co-occurrence is designed
to exploit arbitrary document structures that contain related entities. It thus
extends the state of the art as existing approaches either focus on relations
between two entities ([3, 5]) or treat only special cases of document structures
like tables ([19, 21]).
The approach bears potential as it works orthogonally to the existing approaches by focusing on harvesting patterns formed by multiple entities. Consequently, it might be possible to extract information that is yet untouched since,
as soon as a co-occurrence pattern is found, no evidence for a certain fact in
the immediate surroundings of an entity is necessary in order to extract it. The
main limitation of our approach is the inability to extend the ontology of the
seed KG. Depending on the richness of the ontology, some relations might not
be representable, resulting in a potential loss of information. Furthermore, it is
yet unexplored how efficiently co-occurrence patterns can be extracted (on large
scale) and whether it is necessary to include additional contextual information
into the patterns in order to create document-independent ones.
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